HUMAN RESPONSE MADE FOR CLOUD

Evolving the security of your
environment with active response
Considering Security for Cloud
Businesses continue to take the digital journey, moving their workloads to the cloud at a rapid pace.
Many organizations are using their cloud as a conduit for growth as it increases flexibility and productivity,
along with reduced operating costs.
However, with the rate of cloud adoption and remote work increasing, the need for robust security tailor-made
for cloud technology does so too. Cloud environments are not immune to cyber threats and organizations’ top
challenges include data loss, privacy and compliance issues, and compromised credentials and resources.
I N D U S T R Y S TAT I S T I C S

From 2021 to 2022, 98% of
companies have experienced
at least one cloud data breach

Top cloud security concerns include
data loss and leaks (69%), privacy
(66%), and exposed credentials (44%)

Cloud account compromises
cost an average of more than
$6.20 million over 12 months

(IDC & Ermetic)

(Statista)

(Proofpoint & Ponemon)

True 24/7 MDR Securing Your Cloud
To support the growing shift to hybrid and cloud environments, we designed Blackpoint Cloud Response –
the latest addition to our cyber ecosystem of MDR add-on solutions. Cloud Response takes the power and
effectiveness of our proprietary managed detection and response technology and extends it to your cloud.
Focus on your day-to-day operations knowing that our 24/7 security operations center (SOC) leverages
MDR to safeguard your cloud platform. While most solutions on the market alert you to take action,
Blackpoint provides fast, active response to adversarial threats on your behalf. Currently, Cloud Response
supports Microsoft’s 365 service, namely, Azure Active Directory (AD), Exchange, and SharePoint.

See your cloud infrastructure
actively secured
The Power of MDR for
Your Cloud

Active Monitoring &
Response

Streamlined Setup &
Onboarding

Get peace of mind with Cloud
Response which extends Blackpoint’s
MDR technology and expert SOC
analysts to the cloud. Know that
you are protected against even the
fastest, most advanced types of
cyberthreats targeting your thirdparty cloud platform.

Cloud Response allows our 24/7
SOC to provide immediate response
to adversarial threats. Rather than
alerting you to take action, we
take decisive actions against any
malicious activity on your behalf.
Trust active monitoring and unified
response to protect your cloud.

Simple setup? Check. Cloud
Response is seamlessly integrated
with our MDR technology making
the onboarding process a simple
one. Follow a six-step guide and
have Cloud Response guarding one
of the most critical IT systems your
business uses in just one day.

Why Cloud Response?
• Extends Blackpoint’s MDR capabilities into Microsoft’s 365 cloud service.
• Enables our 24/7 security operations center (SOC) to see contextual data within your cloud environment and
provide immediate and active response against anomalous behavior.
• Allows you to set up policy features to implement cyber hygiene processes across all users and monitor events
through custom notifications.
• Self-serve Cloud Response web application walks you through a simple, guided six-step onboarding process.
Use the web application to:
• Manage your Microsoft Azure AD and Exchange policies,
• Control and customize Azure AD, Exchange, and SharePoint event email notifications across a tenant, and
• Control and customize individual user event email notifications within a specific tenant. This includes the
ability to schedule future date ranges in the case of known travel to unapproved countries.

Ready to bring active response to your
cloud workflows?
SIGN UP TO SEE A DEMO

For more information, or to read our Frequently Asked Questions, refer to our Cloud Response
page at blackpointcyber.com/solutions/cloud-response.
1.410.203.1604
blackpointcyber.com

